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                               Matrix and Vectors 
                                                                            Track 16
 
 
A long, long time ago… 
there was a man named Johnny. 
And Johnny's purpose was to write a song, so 
the common folks can understand what in the 
world a matrix and a vector really are. 
 
Verse 1 
The structure of a matrix  
And how it works 
With columns and rows 
It has its perks 
Picture it simply as a table of numbers 
Used to represent values  
For one another, uh 
To solve a problem or many in fact 
Through math that we know  
Like add and subtract 
It's just a more precise way  
Of data representation 
A place in which we work out equations 
Each column and row  
Must have the same number 
And we write it row first  
Comma column right under 
The lower case letter  
Of the element we are 
Representing in the equation thus far 
Now when we multiply, subtract, or add 
We use each corresponding  
Element that 
Is really just several numbers that fix 
What our problem is in the matrix 
 
Chorus  
Welcome to the, welcome to the  
Welcome to the matrix 
Welcome to the, welcome to the 
 
 
 

 
Welcome to the matrix 
And don't forget about  
Forget about, forget about 
Don't forget about  
Forget about the vectors 
(Repeat) 
 
Verse 2 
Now that we know, what a matrix can do 
We can compare and contrast  
A vector's purpose to 
It tells a magnitude  
Of quantity with direction 
But what does that mean?  
Well, upon inspection 
Simply put, a vector describes 
A shift that you and I 
Can relate with an earthquake  
In a quiet town 
Where once it hits it shifts the ground 
Two-hundred feet east and  
One-hundred feet north 
And where those two points meet  
Is our vector, of course 
And with brackets like a matrix  
With 2 points we label it 
With a bold face  
And an arrow to enable it 
To be distinguished  
From a real number and now we 
Apply this function  
To our day to day activity  
To see when we play pool  
Or swing a bat  
We create a vector, now recognize that! 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
 
 


